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Local News
 

Slaughter of the Hungry Hippos 

written by a surviving member of the Liberation        
Squad 
 

It was a beautiful morning in the       
Hungry Hippo base. We were     
entertaining a guest, a dwarf who      
was seeking Sanctuary from his     
father's oppressive ideals. Being the     
good hosts the Hungry Hippos are,      
we welcomed him with open arms.      
We provided him every comfort he      
requested. 
 
I never knew how much dwarves      
could drink! He went through nearly      
all of our Ale in the short time he         
was with us, indeed he kept me up        
most of the night bellowing "Ale!"      
and I graciously accommodated him,     
even when he drunkenly spilled his  

own goblet all over himself! 
 
The next morning, two travellers     
came looking for our new friend, a       
male with tawny hair with a silly       
hat and a female with long flowing       
golden locks, wearing a colourful,     
checkerboard cloak. They seemed    
hostile, but once more we graciously      
welcomed them into our base. When      
our dwarven friend did not want to       
leave our hospitality, they became     
violent and we were forced to      
temporarily subdue them. Our leader     
decided to remove them from our      
camp, to avoid undue stress upon our       
dwarven friend who had done     
nothing except drink our ale and lie       
with our women. 

Shortly after, the two travellers     
returned in a rage. and attacked our       
base. They quickly dispatched two of      
my comrades before the rest of us       
could assist. Upon our insistence, the      
dwarf ran, declaring as he went "I       
am the dwarf of the Night!" as he        
fled the pursuers.  
In a rage, the male caster screamed       
out an incantation for some sort of       
flame spell, taking down another one      
of my comrades as myself, another      
comrade and our leader fled for our       
lives, unfortunately leaving behind    
the one last survivor, who had been       
trapped in a globe of something so       
dark I could not see into it.       
Unfortunately, my other comrade    
sacrificed herself so that I may      
escape safely.  
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I chanced a glance over my shoulder,       
only to see the male traveller      
mutilating the corpses of my     
comrades, cutting off their heads and      
drop kicking their poor defenseless     
heads over our base walls, while      
using such foul language that an Orc       
would blush if it was used in front        
of them while he robbed the bodies of        
everything they owned, down to the      
last article of clothing. 
 
I was no longer within seeing      
distance, but I heard signs of more       
struggles within our base. Who knew      
Casters could shout so loudly! I      
made it to Crossroads and discovered      
that our Dwarven friend had     
reconciled with his father, managing     
to convince him to follow his own       
path. I celebrated for him, even as I        
mourned my fallen comrades. 
 
I am glad that I am safe, and that         
my leader and at least one other       
comrade made it out safely. All I       
ask, is for the chance to give a proper         
burial to whatever is left of my       
fallen comrade's mutilated bodies. 
 

Crossroads 
by Tome Gallagher 
 

Several nights ago the town of      
Crossroads was shocked, as about a      
score of hobgoblins managed to make      
a very obvious and successful raid on       
the north section of town. These evil       
beasts came in the early morning,      
striking at the Thomas farm about a       
quarter mile outside of town. The      
flames from the burning farm hold      
alerted the guards on duty who      
called for help and rushed to aid       
them. 
 
This chaos allowed these dark     
spawned creatures to breech sections     
of the wall and raid in earnest on        
the northern sections of town.     
Buildings were set fire; shops were      
raided, supplies taken. The raid didn’t      
last long, and these hobgoblin beasts      
fled before true resistance could be      
organized. 
 
It’s been suggested they knew exactly      
what they were doing and how much       
time they had. Three citizens of      
Crossroads were killed; Egan Cooper,     
Hendrich Bale, and Grath    
Thomasson, while nearly two dozen     
were injured. Crossroads leaders are  

already putting plans in motion to      
ensure this doesn’t happen again. 

 
 
Where 
by Boderic Steel 
 

After the raid the other night, I       
thought maybe it would be a good       
idea to see about hiring a few more        
men to guard our walls. Since winter       
there’s been this camp of soldiers just       
outside of town; no more than a       
dozen men and from what I could       
tell experienced soldiers. I knew they      
were mercenaries; I know my fair      
share and even call a small few my        
friends. I figured I could scrape      
together enough to pay them for a       
day or two, if not maybe I could        
petition Sir Locksley for some help. 
 
When I got their camp everything      
was gone. At first I was rather upset        
wondered if they might be part of the        
hobgoblins, somehow allied. But  
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those thoughts went out of my head       
real quick when I found signs of       
fighting around the camp, some     
remains of a few hobgoblins, and a       
marked grave. They’d left because     
they were no longer safe near  

Crossroads and had lost one of their       
own. I knew exactly why they didn’t       
seek help in Crossroads, they knew      
that as mercenaries, no one would      
ever trust them and with the amount       
of knights walking the streets of  

Crossroads, it would only be a      
matter of time before they were      
arrested. I wish you well, soldiers      
and you have my condolences for      
your loss. May the roads be well and        
safe for you.  

Novashan And World News
 

Mysterious Man Breaking Hearts    
and Families 
by Siddy Binder 

 
We have gotten several reports of a       
strange, ethereal man roaming the     
countryside in search of love. With      
each town he enters, he leaves in his        
wake a maiden with a broken heart.       
“It's like he took a piece of me with         
him when he left,” Rina Fisher      
wistfully recalls. Other folks, young     
and old, have reported falling for this       
man, and all describe their lives      
afterward as if they felt as though a        
part of them were missing. He was       
last seen outside of Yardsmouth,     
sighing handsomely at the sunset.     
Have you fallen for this mysterious      
man? Please contact Siddy Binder in      
the Crossroads publishing house to     
add your story to our accounts and       
help us find this man. 

Lady Of Southbay 
by Wade Wyvernstin 

 
The lady was spotted once more in       
Southbay. Witnesses say she was     
wearing her signature black and red      
leather,her face shrouded.Witnesses   
say brigands had boarded a ship and       
were attempting to make off with it. 
 
One witness, William Surefoot is     
quoted saying "Don't know what     
happened below that deck but it sure       
sounded painful..." . The brigands were      
found strung up by their ankle bones,       
,both brigands were conscious though     
neither remained sane or able to      
speak cognitively, both later    
committed suicide in their cells. 
Will we see more from our caped       
vixen? Only the future will tell. 
 
 

Bandits 
by Misnomer Fret 

 
There are reports coming out of      
Allowen that bandits are preying on      
travelers heading north towards    
Brisbane. So far no one has been       
hurt, but reports say the bandits are       
well-organized and fearless. Both    
reports of attacks have said that this       
group is led by a little girl, not much         
older than seven or eight summers of       
age. 
 
Walls 
by Helga Breck 

 
The quakes that have been shaking      
Hallot for the past months now      
have almost become regular things, so      
you sort of learn to ignore them.       
Last night was no different, rumbles      
and shakes throughout the night; I’ve      
even gotten to the point where I 
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 sleep right through them. 
 
Well last night was something     
majorly different. I woke up today      
and found the whole town sort of       
flabbergasted. Somehow during the    
night, the town wall grew. 
 
Yeah grew; got bigger, more     
impressive. I’d say that before I went       
to sleep the walls were about a foot        
taller than that half-ogre I once      
met named Tyroc. 
 
So here I stand now and see these        
walls are about three times that      
height, about half again the thickness 

 they once was, and made up of some  
sort of stone I have never seen. And        
beautiful beyond imagine, like a real      
sculptor had spent a lifetime working      
that stone. I must say Hallot looked       
beautiful for the first time in a long        
while. 
 
A Message in the Stars 
By Mimmy Sage 

 
I have been watching the heavens,      
dear readers, as I always have. I       
have been plotting the charts and      
teaching the sailors, and advising the      
farmers and when to plant, and      
listening to the winds that move the 

stars. And I will tell you now,       
friends, that I have never been more  
fearful in my life.And if you could       
see what I see – or what I don’t see          
– then you would be afraid as well.  
 
The constellations are turning, the     
stars are dying, and the world is       
shifting in ways that I could not       
foresee. For even the heavens do not       
know their fate. I hope that you may        
heed this warning, and I hope there       
are those on this earth, and not       
trapped in the stars, that can help set        
the heavens right. 

 
From Our Readers

 
Urgent message for: 
Dale Andrews, Assistand Researcher, 
Sage's Guild, Wyndover 
 
While perusing a stack of issues of       
the Mystic Quill, I came across a       
decade old issue of The Novashan      
Herald and in it a missive that you        
penned, "The Walkers War". While     
brief, it leads me to believe that you        
or perhaps, your guildmates and     
fellow researchers may have some  

knowledge that would be of much use       
in these strange times. Books and      
scrolls tend not to due so well in the         
humidity of the swampland, so I      
have been unable to locate much of       
anything even approaching proper    
records. 
 
My current mission is of the utmost       
importance, or so I have been told. As        
I have not the time to seek you out,         
I am hoping that this finds you and  

that you have the opportunity to      
respond with great haste. If Sage      
Andrews is not with us any longer       
or unable to be reached, but someone       
from the Sage's Guild reads this and       
would be so kind as to attempt to        
send message, it would be most      
appreciated. 
 
A few of the more learn-ed      
individuals that I know have told me       
that something about the stars in the  
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night sky are amiss and that the       
constellations relating to the    
Walkers are either misaligned or     
have gone missing entirely and     
possibly replaced by other patterns. 
 
Though I myself am not one with       
the gift of foresight and admittedly      
not well acquainted with Astronomy,     
I find this to be rather foreboding       
and ominous or maybe an omen or       
perhaps simply the talk of drunkards      
and fools. In any case, those with a        
more vast understanding or insight     
would be invaluable in ameliorating     
and assuaging my concerns and heavy      
heart and mind. 
 
As I was in attendance at the last        
gathering of the Walkers and     
witnessed the sacrifice of the one      
Walker most directly associated    
with magics, I know first-hand the      
intensity of their presence. 
 
With hope, 
~Grendel of the Dawn 
GrandMaster of the Alchemist Guild 
 
parvis imbutus tentabis grandia tutus     
-When you are steeped in little  

things, you shall safely attempt great      
things. 
 
For the Month of May, our card is... 
 
The Queen of Pentacles 
 
The Queen of Pentacles (or Discs or       
Coins) represents a woman who is      
caring and nurturing. Deliberate in     
her actions, this Queen works to      
bring out the hidden beauty in all       
things. She confidently but    
respectfully gives advice on the     
physical matters of health, finances,     
and the management of resources. 

 
Elementally, the Queen of Pentacles     
represents Water of Earth, where     
transformation and growth are    
passively friendly to each other and  

support stability. She represents the     
Regenerative Force, where emotions    
support the senses. 
 
The Queen brings with her gifts of       
radiant beauty and abundance. Her     
advice is to enjoy what you have,       
appreciate the inherent beauty of     
things. 
 
~ Liberius 
 
Camille was a darling lass, but with       
all due respect a gentleman only      
takes what is offered. As she offered       
several time, what kind of cad and       
rude fool would I be to not avail        
myself of her most delightful offer. I       
am sorry you are so sullen, but you        
have raised a lovely young lady, and       
if I have any weakness it is for        
well-raised young ladies. Kharm 
 
Companions 
by Fred Vermillion 

 
More than a lifetime ago, I had the        
pleasure of meeting a group of      
friends that would eventually become     
to be known as The Free Companions.       
This group would grow large over  
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the course of a decade, but in the        
earliest days we were just a small       
band of hopeful adventurers. 
 
The first was Bodipup, a dwarf of       
the Brennad Mountains, who temper     
and beliefs were like a thunderstorm,      
quick, dangerous, and awe inspiring.     
He may have been short and fit       
many stereotypes of the    
quick-tempered dwarf, but when    
around children his smile grew wide      
and his spirit grew bountiful. Few      
people realized that he walked a path       
of the protector not the one of a        
warrior. 
 
The second I will mention was the       
Halfling known as Ori Picasso. Ori      
became known for his/her, yes that is       
correct and another story all     
together, sobriquets which would    
grow bigger each day and raise the       
young Halfling to such renown. 

I shall now mention Anherst, a man  
of righteousness beyond compare.    
Ever stalwart in the face of evil, ever        
brave in the face of danger, Anherst       
let only two things stop him from       
becoming even greater; his pride and  
the love of an elven mage named       
Alanna. 
 
Alanna was with us the entire time,       
fully aware that Anherst loved her      
and unable to return those feelings.      
Alanna had sold her emptions and      
empathy to for power; her only love       
was the magic she held at her       
command. 
 
From the wild and untamed lands      
beyond the Brennad Mountains,    
came the brothers Durago and     
Baryon, both just as untamed as the       
land they came from. Fearless in      
battle, or as I like to say,       
uncontrolled, many of our enemies  

were stuck with terror at the      
ferocious method these two did     
combat. Until them I had never      
witnesses a man die while another      
man chewed his throat out. 
 
More would join us over our travels.       
Some would die and some would      
leave to seek other lives. The time I        
traveled the same road was a time of        
chaos and madness and terror, but it       
was also filled with the beauty of       
the Rainbow Falls of Kesterec, and      
the Cloud Kingdom of Belgeth, and      
watching the birth of Anherst and      
Alanna’s son, Kesten, the Storm. I      
wish I could relive each of those       
moments and I am happy that I can        
come close with each story I tell. 
 
The winter has frozen the bird’s      
wings or so speaks the spring winds.       
The cage door is open. 

Help Wanted
 

Wanted 
Ten pieces of silver are being offered for        
the capture of Gilliam Redman, wanted      
for petty larceny and general mischief.      
The reward will be paid on return of        
Redman to Allowen. 

Hiring 
Looking for strong backs and hard      
working men and women to help with       
reconstruction in Crossroads. Seek out     
Abrhim. Will be paying good silver.  

WANTED 
Tree removal, looking for a strong back       
or two to remove a large tree from my         
property. Inquiry at the Metals     
Exchange in Brenn. 
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Wanted 
I am offering twenty pieces of silver       
for the return of Malcolm Tallow.      
He has abandoned his husbandly     
duties and fled to Yardsmuth. Please      
bring him back so he can continue to        
support his wife and three children. I       
am his wife Mildred and will be       
waiting at his home in Sorvan. 
 
Looking for Love 
I will know who he is when I see         
him and he shall remember me in       
that moment. One thousand lifetimes     
have separated us but this is the end        
of an Age and our next kiss shall        
shepherd in the final nights and the       
start of a new dawn for all. 

Hiring 
North Road Mercantile is looking to      
hire a couple of experienced swords to       
ensure safe journey of good to      
Banner Nogoth. Half pay up front,      
half upon completion; bonus is set      
upon by bandits. Seek out Bethan      
Rhule in Allowen 
 
Looking for Love 
My name is Hern and I’m looking       
for the right lady to bring into my        
life. She needs to be able to love me,         
and enjoy hard work on my farm and        
help me raise my five boys. They need        
a mother in their lives. So if you        
might be interested leave a response      
for me here in the Mystic Quill. 

Buying and Selling! 
Are you a daring adventurer who      
spends her days crawling through the      
dirt and muck of some lost ruin?       
After you’ve pillaged the remains of      
those dark places do you often find  
yourself with things you really don’t      
need? Then come to Treasured     
Things is Brenn. We buy anything,      
no questions asked. 
 
Buying any books, tomes, scrolls, or      
treatises. Please contact Jamon    
Hexton of Grey Haven for a good       
price. 
 
 

OOC News
 

Article follow-up 
Crossroads - Eric Stark 
Where - Eric Stark 
Mysterious Man - Kiri Brasseur 
Lady of Southbay - Steve Jones 
Bandits - Eric Stark 
Walls - Eric Stark 
Wanted Ads - Eric Stark 
 
 

There will be a rummage sale in the        
parking lot on Saturday May 23rd      

1pm. All members are welcome to set       
up a table to sell. We hope to see         
you there. 
 
PM1 Nathan Niemi 
PM2 Leigh Jouppi 
PM Staff Brian Fields 
PM Staff James Fragomeni 

PM Staff Neil Kiernan 
PM Staff Dan Weiler 
Advisory PM Brandon Burns 
Advisory PM Steve Jones 
Probationary PM Staff Karih    
Hernandez 
 
You can have your weapon phys.reps      
approved by any PM. 
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As a few friendly reminders from the       
Play Master: 
 
The level 3 F/A spell 
 
Message 
Type: Enchantment 
Duration: Instant 
Element/Energy: Air/Wild 
Range/Area of Effect: Thrown/One    
Page Description: This spell causes a      
written message no larger than a 
single sheet of 8.5” x 11” paper (or        
other paper-like material, such as     
parchment) to be carried by the wind       
to a pre-determined destination. The     
message flies at 50 miles per hour,       
50 feet above the treetops. The      
destination must be a place the caster 
has been to and is familiar with, and        
within 50 miles. When the spell is       
cast, the message must be given to a        
marshal for delivery. The marshal     
will then be delivered at the      
marshal’s convenience. 
 
As no player has the ability to move        
at that height and speed, the message       
is not able to be Tracked or followed. 
 

Grease 
Type: Offensive 
Duration: Instant 
Element/Energy: Water/Wild 
Range/Area of Effect: Thrown/One    
Target 
Description: This spell may be used      
in one of two ways: 
1) This spell causes the victim to       
release a specified item from his      
grasp. The item to be dropped must be        
named in the spell effect. The victim       
must count slowly to three before      
picking the item up again. 
2) This spell causes the victim to       
suffer a Knockdown attack. The     
victim must count slowly to 3 before       
he stands up again. 
 
1- When an item (shield, etc) is       
Greased, it is released from grasp and       
dropped. If it is "strapped" to an arm,        
it should be quickly "unstrapped" and      
dropped. The concept is that the      
Grease lasts for a slow 3 count,       
which is easier to react to with a        
weapon or unstrapped item. If the      
process of unstrapping extends beyond     
the 3 count, it makes sense that the        
grease has worn off. But, the attempt       
should be made and the Greased item       
should NOT be used until after. 

If the caster wishes to, he may       
deliver a thrown spell through any      
weapon that is 30” or shorter, as       
long as he is proficient in the weapon        
being used. 
 
Some spells have a range listed as       
“touch”. Since, in Kanar, there is no       
unwanted physical contact, there are     
two ways to go about delivering a 
touch-based spell: 
 
1. You may deliver a touch-based      
spell through any weapon that is 12”       
or shorter, as long as you are       
proficient in the weapon being used 
2.. Create a Kanar legal weapon, no       
longer than 24”, to be a physical       
representation of your hand. Please     
note, if using this type of weapon to        
spell strike with, the weapon is      
considered an extension of your hand      
and may not be used as a weapon.        
Thus, if you parry with your spell       
striker, you take the damage as if it        
hit your body. It is recommended      
that all spell-striking weapons have     
NPC tape around the handle to      
signify that the weapon does not 
exist. 
 
2- You may deliver a thrown spell  
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through any weapon that is 30” or       
shorter, as long as you are proficient       
in the weapon you are using. You       
also may deliver a touch-based spell      
through any weapon that is 12” or       
shorter, as long as you are proficient       
in that weapon. Or you may use a        
"hand" phys rep (spell-striker) no     
longer than 24", that takes damage if       
you use it for parrying. As it is NOT         
a weapon, it can not be stolen, can        
not deliver weapon damage, can not      
be disarmed or Greased. 
 
"At the beginning of each event day,       
all spell casters must write a list of        
which spells are being placed in each       
spell slot or how many spell slots       
are being left empty. If requested,      
this list must be available to the       
Marshaling Staff." 
 
While we have a box available for       
players to place a copy of their daily        
spell list, this is only a courtesy and        
not a requirement. The Staff will be       
making random checks to verify that      
characters are carrying a spell list. It       
is understood that things are     
misplaced upon occasion; if a player      
is casting spells and unable to      
present their spell list when 

requested AND no current copy of       
their list can be located in the box, a         
Verbal Warning will be given. They      
will be checked again the following      
day. Second Offense, Written    
Warning (if the following day after      
the verbal warning, they fail to      
present a list again, in addition to       
the Written Warning, their ability     
to cast spells may be revoked for the        
remainder of the day). Though, they      
will be allowed to memorize spells on       
the following day. Repeat offenders     
who fail to provide a list upon       
request may have their casting     
revoked for the day or their next       
event or even longer. All infractions      
will be documented. 
 
Spell lists are not considered     
complete without Player Name,    
Character Name, and Date, a list of       
which spells are being placed in each       
spell slot or how many spell slots       
are being left empty. 
 
The question whether a character     
that has a Damage Bonus in the       
Left Hand is able to instruct/train      
another character in Damage Bonus     
with the Right Hand has been asked.       
As there is no restriction on the  

handedness of the character when     
teaching the individual weapon, nor     
the weapon group, this is a legitimate       
question that the Staff is discussing. 
 
The 2014 Rulebook states: 
"Damage bonuses must be purchased     
by individual weapon and for either      
the left or the right hand. Damage       
bonus skills increase the damage     
rating of the specified weapon when      
used in the correct hand." 
 
"...train for the skill on the field,       
during an event. This can be done       
with any other character that knows      
the desired skill." 
 
As the desired skill requires a specific       
hand and has a different name, it is a         
different skill. So, the current official      
answer is simply, "No." Though, the      
discussion may be revisited and is      
being assessed. 
 
Fighting through gaps in walls     
would still be found to be unsafe, as        
would attacking anyone without the     
target being visible. Likewise, a     
character that has been "Blinded"     
(either magically, toxin, or in a ball       
of darkness) should not  
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blindly/wildly swing a weapon.. Though, the staff are discussing potential options for making some walls Combat Safer,                 
we ask that all members abide. As ranged attacks and casting do not interact with walls, it is viewed that as long as                       
the target is visible, there should be no problem. Though, please exercise caution when firing "down" on targets to avoid                    
excessive head-shots. 
 
Any attempt to abuse or exploit the rules will not be tolerated, though creative usage is encouraged. Thank you for                    
observing the spirit and letter of the rules. 
 
Quartermaster Item Donation List 
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